MORE AND MORE APPLICATIONS OF NANOTECHNOLOGY TO MEDICAL SCIENCE ARE BEING DEVELOPED, PARTICULARLY IN THE AREA OF TARGETED DRUG DELIVERY. THE FDA HAS APPROVED SEVERAL LIPOSOMES, OR SMALL PARTICLES, FOR THE TREATMENT OF OVARIAN CANCER, AND PHASE 2 TRIALS ARE UNDERWAY FOR THERAPIES TO BE USED AGAINST NON-SMALL CELL LUNG CANCER AND PROSTATE CANCER. BY DEFINITION, NANOTECHNOLOGY IS THE UNDERSTANDING AND CONTROL OF MATTER AT DIMENSIONS BETWEEN APPROXIMATELY 1 AND 100 NM, WHERE UNIQUE PHENOMENA ENABLE NOVEL APPLICATIONS.1 WHEN A NANO PARTICLE IS DECORATED WITH THE RIGHT SUBSTANCES, SCIENTISTS HAVE FOUND THAT IT CAN BE DELIVERED TO CELLS IN A MORE TARGETED WAY AND CAN PENETRATE MORE DEEPLY, THUS ENABLING INNOVATIVE FUNCTIONS.

NANOTECHNOLOGY AND MUCUS

TARGETED DRUG DELIVERY VIA NANOTECHNOLOGY IS ALSO BEING APPLIED TO THE FIELD OF OPHTHALMOLOGY. MUCUS SERVES AS A PRIMARY DEFENSE MECHANISM IN THE BODY. A HETEROGENEOUS MESH OF MUCIN FIBERS PROTECTS THE BODY AGAINST PATHOGENS AND OTHER FOREIGN MATERIAL BY EXCLUDING PARTICLES LARGER THAN PORES AND BINDING TO FOREIGN PARTICLES VIA ALVEOLATED MACROMOLECULES IN THE MUCUS NETWORK. PARTICLES TRAPPED IN THE SURFACE MUCUS LAYER OF THE TEAR FILM ARE CLEARED AWAY WITH BLINKING, WHICH OCCURS APPROXIMATELY EVERY SECOND. UNFORTUNATELY, THIS SUPERBLY DESIGNED PROTECTIVE MECHANISM ALSO GREATLY LIMITS THE DELIVERY AND THERAPEUTIC EFFICACY OF TOPICAL OCULAR DRUGS.

THE PENETRATION AND RETENTION OF OCULAR DRUGS CAN NOW BE SIGNIFICANTLY INCREASED, THANKS TO A BREAKTHROUGH IN NANOTECHNOLOGY. A DECADE OF WORK BY JUSTIN HANES, PHD, AT JOHN HOPKINS UNIVERSITY HAS RESULTED IN MUCUS PENETRATING PARTICLES (MPPS), WHICH COMBINE NANOMETRIC PARTICLE SIZE AND PROPRIETARY SURFACE ENGINEERING TO CREATE PARTICLES THAT CAN FREELY DIFFUSE THROUGH THE MUCUS LAYER OF THE TEAR FILM. SCIENTISTS AT KALA PHARMACEUTICALS ARE LEVERAGING THIS TECHNOLOGY TO ADVANCE A DIVERSIFIED PIPELINE OF TRANSFORMATIVE, TOPICALLY APPLIED PRODUCTS FOR A RANGE OF OPHTHALMIC DISEASES SUCH AS POSTSURGICAL OCULAR INFLAMMATION, DRY EYE DISEASE, RETINAL VEIN OCCLUSION, DIABETIC MACULAR EDema, AND WET AGE-RELATED MACULAR DEGENERATION (AMD).

KALA’S ENGINEERING PROCESS FEATURES THE CREATION OF A NANO PARTICLE CRYSTALLINE CORE THAT CONSISTS OF THE THERAPEUTIC AGENT SURROUNDED BY SURFACE-ENGINEERED POLYMERS, WHICH ALLOW THE DRUG TO BE INERT TO THE MUCIN FIBERS. AS A RESULT, THERAPEUTIC AGENTS AVOID BEING TRAPPED BY THE TEAR FILM AND CLEARED VIA BLINKING, WHICH EXTENDS THEIR DURATION OF ACTION AND ENHANCES THEIR PENETRATION TO THE SITE OF DISEASE.

EARLY DATA

DATA RELEASED AT THE 2014 AMERICAN SOCIETY OF CATARACT AND REFRACTIVE SURGERY ANNUAL MEETING SHOWED THAT WELL-KNOWN DRUGS SUCH AS LOTEPREDNOL ETOBONATE OPHTHALMIC SUSPENSION (LOTEMAX; BAUSCH + LOMB) CAN BE MORE EFFECTIVE WHEN COMBINED WITH KALA’S MPP TECHNOLOGY. INVESTIGATORS COMPARED LOTEMAX TO A NANO-SUSPENSION OF LOTEPREDNOL ETOBONATE 0.4% THAT WAS FORMULATED WITH A PROPRIETARY COATING (LE-MPP) TO ALLOW THE DRUG TO PENETRATE THE MUCUS FIBERS OF THE TEAR FILM IN A STUDY THAT INCLUDED 156 RABBIT EYES.2 AFTER A SINGLE DROP, PEAK CONCENTRATIONS OF LOTEPREDNOL IN THE CORNEA AND AQUEOUS HUMOR WERE 1,470 NG/G AND 12.7 NG/ML FOR THE LOTEMAX GEL VERSUS 2,580 NG/G AND 30.3 NG/ML FOR LE-MPP. EVEN AT A 20% LOWER DOSE STRENGTH, LE-MPP PROVIDED HIGHER DRUG LEVELS THAN THE GEL FORMULATION.

MPP TECHNOLOGY MAY ALSO BE BENEFICIAL IN POSTERIOR SEGMENT DISEASES SUCH AS AMD. A PHARMACODYNAMIC EVALUATION OF TOPICALLY ADMINISTERED AXITINIB (INLYTA; PFIZER), A SMALL-MOLECULE RECEPTOR TYROSINE KINASE INHIBITOR OR RTKi FORMULATED AS MPP, WAS PERFORMED IN PIGMENTED AND NONPIGMENTED RABBITS.3 TOPICAL DELIVERY OF THE AGENT FORMULATED AS MPP GREATLY ENHANCED DRUG LEVELS IN THE RETINA, SUGGESTING ITS POTENTIAL FOR THE TREATMENT OF AMD. THE DATA ALSO VALIDATED THE
potential of MPP technology for creating highly effective topical treatments for a broad range of ocular diseases.

**THE PIPELINE**

Kala is building a pipeline of diverse, innovative products that rapidly and effectively penetrate the mucus barrier to treat ocular diseases. The company is now advancing treatments for five ocular diseases; four of these agents will begin clinical development early next year. The company expects LE-MPP for postoperative ocular inflammation and pain to enter a pivotal phase 2b trial later this year and to complete a second phase 3 trial in 2015. Also this year, Kala will initiate US clinical trials of 0.25% LE-MPP for the treatment of patients with dry eye and meibomian gland disease.

Parallel studies are testing the ability of topical agents to deliver drugs to the back of the eye. A research-phase program featuring a topical RTKi-MPP for the treatment of wet AMD is advancing toward selection of a clinical candidate this year, and the company expects an investigational new drug submission in 2015. According to Kala, the results could open a vast array of possible therapies for diabetic macular edema and cystoid macular edema as well.

**CONCLUSION**

Continued studies could provide breakthrough treatment for ocular diseases, and nanotechnology has potential applications in respiratory diseases, women’s reproductive health, and gastrointestinal diseases.
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